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WABASH VALLEY POWER IS FINDING
AND MAPPING PREVIOUSLY INVISIBLE EQUIPMENT
ISSUES THAT Challenge SYSTEM RELIABILITY
For the last 3 years, Wabash Valley
Power has had a secret weapon helping them continuously improve their
reliability. It’s a unique technology
that enables them to find and repair
invisible overhead line equipment
problems before they cause a power
outage. The secret weapon is called
EXACTER® Condition Assessment
Technology.
EXACTER is a technology that
maps the grid, and identifies the
presence and GPS location of overhead line equipment that is arcing,
leaking or tracking. This deterioration leads to 31% of all non-weather
related outages each year.
Patrolling circuits using EXACTER
uncovers invisible (and visible)
equipment exhibiting weakness,
degradation, and pre-fail conditions
regardless of circuit loading or
ambient conditions.

“We had one
discovery that we
did not believe...”
“When we are done patrolling circuits,
the exact locations of deteriorated
equipment is mapped – allowing us
to go into the field to investigate,”
said Terry LaOrange, Coordinator of
Engineering Services for Carroll White
REMC.
“We’ve found bad suspension
insulators, bad capacitors and other
equipment that was not showing
any visible signs of problems.”
For Wabash Valley Power it is these

invisible discoveries that have the field people talking about EXACTER.
“We had one discovery that we did not believe. It was mid-span damage on an
ACSR conductor, 100 feet from any structure, but when we used our equipment
to test it, there was no doubt a problem existed. When we went up in the bucket,
we found four of the seven strands were
gone, and in that five-foot area the steel
core was almost eroded away from the
arcing. This line feeds a school. We were
able to repair and avoid an almost certain
outage. We believe this problem occurred
during an ice storm and something had
damaged the wire, but it wasn’t visible.”
EXACTER is a great system to use for
discovering unseen problems. It is also a
very practical tool for finding problems
you know are there, but you just can’t pinpoint.
Valerie Sharp, Manager of Engineering Services for Boone County REMC used
EXACTER’s problem locating capability to assist with a storm recovery issue.
“A Storm came through and caused some pretty significant damage to the
Boone County system,” said Sharp. “850 revenue meters on the AMR system had
stopped reporting. After exhausting all of our resources and trying everything we
could think of to find the cause of the problem, we called Exacter, Inc. Within an
hour or so after deploying the EXACTER system, the problem was found and the
equipment causing the data interruption was replaced.”
For Boone County, it turned out there was a pole on each side of their
communication-repeater that had cracked insulators not visible to the naked
eye. Once the problem insulators were replaced, the meters began reporting.
EXACTER is a very practical tool for CO-OPS and Municipalities to better
serve members and the community at large. Organizations like Wabash Valley
Power have a blanket contract allowing each member CO-OP to use EXACTER
at a group rate.
“With EXACTER we’ve
been able to find problems
we would not have found
using other methods,”
concluded Terry LaOrange
of Carroll White REMC, “It’s
a great system for maintenance planning, mapping
weaknesses, and getting
information about the health
This map shows what Exacter delivers after it has patrolled
of our overhead system.”
an area and discovered weakened equipment.

For more information on Exacter, Inc. contact Geoffrey Bibo at 614-880-9320 or visit www.exacterinc.com

